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We recently hosted a launch event for one of our clients, Valoworx 266 CC, in celebration of successful implementation of their SAP

Business One solution. This was the first event of its kind and we look forward to celebrating with more of our clients as they reach the

same milestone. We again extend our congratulations to Valoworx and look forward to remaining with them as they grow.

In this month's edition we take a look at the most common types of cyber attacks and how to protect your IT infrustructure against them.   

The vulnerability of IT infrustructure and the constant threat of cyber attacks is a critical issue that not only every business encounters but

that which individuals face too. Cybercrime is on the rise and has become increasingly sophisticated. We encourage you to read the articles

below dedicated to this subject matter.

What's in store for you in this month's newsletter:

1. Why Vulnerability In IT Infrastructure Is A Force Majeure In The Digital World

2. Staying Ahead Of Insidious New Breeds Of Cyber Attacks

3. Employees: Your Strongest Or Weakest Link In Cybersecurity

Why Vulnerability In IT Infrastructure Is A Force Majeure In The Digital World

You might run a midsize business or even a multinational corporation with a completely automated infrastructure; no matter your company

size, cybersecurity has become a significant concern for everyone in the business world. It is one of the biggest threats to organizations and

individuals around the globe. Nobody is immune to it, and anyone can become the next victim. Therefore, prevention measures have

surpassed the status of being just an option and moved straight to a requirement.

As we’re living in a digitized corporate environment that is constantly evolving, every industry is looking into efficient ways of dealing with

cybersecurity. At the same time, cybersecurity is inspiring some of the most significant breakthroughs in the digital world. Can we really say

that vulnerability in IT infrastructure is a force majeure in the digital world?

By Melissa Burns.Courtesy of SAP Digitalist Magazine.



Staying Ahead Of Insidious New Breeds Of

Cyber Attacks

The whole industry of cybercrime has become increasingly

sophisticated, not to mention far more comprehensively funded.

There are several new breeds you might not be aware of. In this

article, we will take a look at those, as well as the other most

common types of cyber attack.

By Dakota Murphey. Courtesy of SAP Digitalist Magazine.

Employees: Your Strongest Or Weakest

Link In Cybersecurity

A business organization can come up with detailed and advanced

cybersecurity strategies, but it’s impossible to fully secure the

business without help from your employees. And in many cases,

employees prove to be the weakest link in the chain.

By Larry Alton. Courtesy of SAP Digitalist Magazine.

4most Systems provides world-class, individually tailored and innovative business solutions for small, medium and large enterprises across

industries and sectors. Established as an SAP Partner in 2004, we deliver ERP solutions utilising SAP Business One at the core. With

offices in South Africa, Botswana and Namibia as well as a growing economic footprint in the DRC, Kenya, Zambia, Malawi and Tanzania,

the company has a strong base, being the first and only partner to establish all-round SAP competency, offering over 30 years of

experience and skills.


